Thinking Systemically
Part Two

Principle 5 – Systems Can Be Complex





Levels of Organization refers to the system structural
hierarchy
The deeper the hierarchy the more complex the system
of interest
Complexity can be an index of:








the number of components
the number of types of components (personalities)
the number of interconnections
the strength of those interconnections

Complexity (of behavior) can arise from non-linear
interactions between components
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Complex Behavior – Example Robot Brain
Mobile Autonomous Vehicle for Research in Intelligent Control

central pattern generator neural network

The MAVRIC robot learned to avoid harmful
signals and approach rewarding signals. It followed a
“drunken sailor walk” search to find targets.

Complex Behavior – Example Robot Brain
(cont.)

drunken sailor walk (chaotic) search

phase space plot of chaotic attractor
generated by the MAVRIC CPG

Complexity – The Downside




Greater complexity in a system requires more subsystems
devoted to regulation (see Principle 8)
Non-linear behaviors of subsystems can be a source of
uncertainty and lack of control
Complexity is often increased to compensate for problematic
situations






A problem can be defined as an unfavorable cost-benefit condition,
e.g. cost >> benefit
Problems can be solved, but usually by finding new resources and
technological (structural and functional) advances
If the new resources are limited, then the solution of a problem leads
to more problems later on

The Law of Diminishing Returns – Marginal cost of solving a
problem with marginal return of diminishing value

Principle 6 – Systems Emerge and Evolve





From disorganized atomic components to organized
processes
Energy flow needed to do work of building and moving
structures
More complex structures that are stable in a particular
environment emerge






Competition with other complex structures
Cooperation with other complex structures

Auto-organization proceeds as long as energy is available
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Auto-organization – Emergence – and Evolution
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Components Interact and Form Structures







Auto-Organization is a dynamic process of making and
breaking interconnections
Components are mixed by energy fluctuations, as shown
above
Some interconnections are inherently stronger and will
persist longer
Stable configurations in light of “selection forces” obtain
in time
Unstable configurations decay and provide components
for new attempts at auto-organization

Emergence of Forms with Functions
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Emergent Behavior – Entities perform functions that
interact with other entities
Emergent Form – Entities, collectively, form networks of
interactions with many other entities
Emergent Properties – Entities produce form and
behavior not predicted by the nature of the components
Properties can be analyzed and understood
retrospectively but not prospectively
The “whole” is not just the sum of the “parts”
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Principle 7 – Systems Produce Information
and Knowledge


Complex systems can produce messages:










Flows of energy (sometimes matter) that are modulated to encode a
message
The message is ‘about’ the state of the sending system
The message is interpreted by the receiving system

Messages that are ‘unexpected’ convey information or tell the
receiver system that something about the sender has changed
– information is a function of the expectation of a message by
the receiver, not a function of the sender
An informational message causes the receiving system to
adjust – make a structural change internally to accommodate
the new state of affairs
The adjustment comes in the form of changing the receivers
expectations for receiving that kind of message in the future

Information


Proportional to the probability of a particular message
state









Suppose there are n possible message states that a sender can
encode:
Suppose that each message state is represented by an a priori
probability in the receiver, with the sum of all probabilities
equal to one
Then the information conveyed to the receiver by the receipt
of a specific message at time t is: Ii,t P(i), the amount of
information conveyed by message i at time t is proportional to
the probability of message i
Claude Shannon’s solution: Ii,t = -log2 P(i)

Information is a measure of surprise to the receiver!

Knowledge








The internal structure of a receiving system reflects its
expectations regarding the receipt of messages
High expectation of a message is reflected in the receiving
system’s ability to dissipate energy flow, e.g., not
significantly changing the structure
Low expectation of a message means that the receipt of
such a message causes internal modification of structure
as the receiver “adapts” to a new (surprising) situation
Knowledge is constituted in a receiving system’s internal
structure
The more knowledge a system possesses the less
information it receives from a message

Learning









A receiving system that has the capacity to make internal
structural changes that “encode” the information value of
messages are adapting to their environments
The brains of animals are able to make changes in the
wiring patterns between neurons in response to sensory
inputs correlated with internal “states”
Such pattern changes represent changes in perceptions
and conceptions and can lead to modified behavior
If the changes are reinforced and persist across time then
we call such real-time adaptations “learning”
The more one learns the less surprising the world will be

Principle 8 – Complex Systems are SelfRegulating




Sufficiently complex, dynamic systems can use information
and knowledge to maintain stability in spite of a volatile
environment
Principle 8.1 – Things can go wrong











Inputs are subject to noise and disruption
Components wear out and/or act stochastically
Systems need to use information to self-correct and possibly
adapt to changes in the environment

Principle 8.2 – Feedback and Feedforward
Principle 8.3 – The coordination of complex systems
Principle 8.4 – The adaptation of complex systems
The hierarchical control subsystem

P 8.1 – Things Can Go Wrong


Uncertainty



Random noise
Non-stationary stochastic processes








Chaotic processes
Example: Climate and Weather

Entropic Decay – Second Law of Thermodynamics





Trends away from long-term norms
New elements coming into the environment

All real physical systems require energy input to maintain form and
function
All work results in some loss of energy to waste heat, which cannot
be used to do more work

Systems have to be self-maintaining to remain stable over time

P 8.2 – Self Regulation - Cybernetics






Systems can use internal information (messages) and
knowledge to self-regulate
Feedback of information regarding a subsystem’s behavior
can be used to bring the subsystem into expected
performance
A standard ‘closed-loop’ control
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Closed-Loop Control







A standard, ideal or desired value for the measurement of
an output (product) attribute is determined and set
A sensor measures the actual, real-time value of the
attribute
A comparator device determines how close or far the
actual measurement is from the desired set point
The result is an error signal that can take on zero,
positive, or negative error levels
A control model, and decision processor uses the error
to compute a countervailing action (command) that is
sent to the main process to cause it to adjust its internal
conditions – to reduce the error back to zero

Emergence of Cooperating Processes





Outputs from some processes are inputs to other
processes
Processes send messages to each other to coordinate
inputs and outputs
The collective of processes emerges as a loosely
organized system
inputs
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output

cooperating
processes

A Market of Cooperating Processes

Each process has an internal
self-regulating controller and
shares its signals with other
processes.

P 8.3 - Coordination Above Cooperation





Cooperating systems can evolve to incorporate a more
reliable and dedicated coordinator
An information processor whose job is to maintain
balance between processes
Logistic control – making sure resources are optimally
shared
Coordinator
A coordinator is a special information process
that acts as a controller over two or more
subsystems (processes). It adjusts set points
and control rules to keep processes
cooperating smoothly.
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A More Complex Set of Coordinated
Processes
More elaborate coordination models are
required to handle complex, cooperating
processes. Processes can send messages
to one another directly, but receive
coordinating signals from a coordinator
process when imbalances arise.
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Internal Coordination is Logistical Control






A coordination model is used to specify the input/output
relations between all of the processes
Sufficiently complex systems may further divide the
coordination task between multiple coordinator
processes – this requires a supra-level coordinator to
coordinate the inferior-level coordinators
Coordination hierarchies can be found in living cells –
metabolism control

An Example of a Logistical Control –
Distribution of Resources
A distribution coordinator uses a
budget model to route resources
(like energy) to the processes.
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Coordinating With the External World –
Tactical Control


A tactical controller is similar to a logistical controller but
must act to coordinate the system’s activities with the
environmental entities that are sources and sinks (also
threats and opportunities)

Logistical and tactical
controllers must cooperate
themselves. At some level of
complexity this implies the
need for an even higher level
of control.
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P 8.4 – Complex Systems in Complex,
Changing Environments


Combining the stochastic, possibly chaotic, and hidden
nature of real environments
sources

Systems that deal with multiple
sources and sinks, including
unknown possibilities, e.g.
opportunities and threats, are
subject to high degrees of
uncertainty. Influences on
sources and sinks that are not
known to or observed by the
system add even more
uncertainty to stability.
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Strategic Control for Planning and Longterm Coordination
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Strategic control (management)
involves longer-term planning based
on ongoing behaviors of entities in
the environment and an
understanding of the self (e.g.
strengths and weaknesses).

The Hierarchical Control Model









This model is ubiquitous
Complex systems in complex environments
Uncertain and ambiguous dynamical processes
Natural systems, including human societies, have evolved
toward this structure
Information and Knowledge are used to obtain stability in
the face of an unstable world
The human brain is possibly the most successful examples
of a hierarchical control system in action

Principle 9 – Systems Can Contain Models
of Other Systems


The brain is a system – an adaptive system.










Neurons and their interconnections
Neural clusters and coordinated excitation
Clusters of clusters constitute higher-order concepts

Brains take in sensory information
Build models as part of development
Recognize repeating patterns and strengthen the
connections between neurons that constitute the
perceptual or conceptual models
Can manipulate the conceptual models to try different
interrelations in a completely abstract way.

System Model


Since a system can be represented as a network it is
possible to construct a computer model of the system
and use various computational methods to study the
system.






Graph Theory is a mathematical approach to analyze
properties of networks
Flow networks is another (variation) for studying the dynamics
of networks
Systems dynamics is a special application of flow networks that
allows a computer to simulate the long-term behavior of a
system
Modeling allows us to test our understanding of the system.

Systems that Contain Models of Other
Systems








Models are abstractions so will never be a “complete”
representation of the real system
Models must capture the relevant features of a system – this
means what aspects of the system that have meaning to the
modeler
To be efficient (and fast) a model must not get bogged down in
unnecessary details
Our brains (and all animal brains) contain models of other
systems in their environment, the interactions between which
constitute a model of the world
All interacting systems contain models of the systems with
which they interact whether they learn it or inherit it

Mental Models


Our brains are evolved to learn representations of models in
the form of neural networks






The strength of connections between certain neurons that represent
components and interconnections in the perceptual field constitutes
a network representation of a system
A concept is a certain pattern of coordinated firing of neurons in
various parts of the brain, which serves to unify the component
representations into a structural whole
Our brains recognize systemness in the world and build conceptual
models that are then subject to mentation:






Tracking perceptual inputs with our metal models
Simulating different situations (contemplating)

The brain is organized so as to represent a structural hierarchy, from
perceptual elements to whole concepts
It treats the whole world of its experience as one large meta-system.

The Brain as a System Modeler
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Figure 5. The brain builds conceptual models that have the hierarchical structure of systems.

Most Atoms are Systems that Contain Models
of Other Atoms by Virtue of Their Structure!








Atoms (that are not inert) interact through electronic
bonding
The structure of an atom is an a priori encoding of the
potential to bond with one or more other atoms
The atom’s outer shell of electrons constitute its model
of the universe (all other atoms)
Atoms bonding together form meta-systems we call
molecules and crystals
Molecules can form yet larger meta-systems such as a
living cell
Life originated in complex chemical interactions

Principle 10 – Sufficiently Complex, Adaptive Systems
Can Contain Models of Themselves









As we saw in Principle 8 it is possible that complex
adaptive systems can contain models of anything
This can include a model of the entity itself
Models are, by necessity, a much reduced version of the
real system
All models are approximations of the real system
The human brain has a built-in model of the person
Consciousness is, at least to some degree, a phenomenon
resulting from an individual having a self-model that is
constantly being updated

Principle 11 – Systems Can Be Understood


Combining Principles 2 and 4






Systems Analysis – Methods for Decomposing Existing Systems
to Build Models
Testing Hypotheses – Operating Models Under Different
Assumptions
Playing ‘What-If’ Games

Science as the process of understanding systems






Reductionism - Derivation
Constructionism – Synthesis and Integration
Causality – Comprehending dynamics
Prediction – Future Thinking

Principle 12 – Systems Can Be Improved


Systems Design – Intentional Revision



A uniquely human activity?
Design as an Evolutionary Process










Affordance – the capacity to see alternate uses of existing objects
Incorporation – how to fit pieces together to obtain revised functionality
Incremental improvement – few “breakthroughs”
Breakthroughs are typically serendipitous
Trial and error

Design as an intentional process – Engineering

Systems Engineering



A process that applies systems science principles and systems
management to the development of complex artifacts
Life-cycle (dust-to-dust) design

